Responsibilities

Combined Forces Land Component Commander (CFLCC)

- Serve as the operational level civil military planning element
- Integrate Phase IV Iraqi post-hostilities strategic and operational planning efforts
- Develop plans to:
  - Establish post war security
  - Account for and secure initiate disablement, and support elimination
  - Facilitate emergency humanitarian assistance
  - Defeat threats to territorial integrity or internal stability
  - Support the dismantling of terrorist support networks within Iraq
- Execute stability and security operations and initial reconstruction efforts
- On order conduct battle hand-over to CJTF – Iraq
Responsibilities

TF-1.4a

- Serve as core planning nucleus responsible for the integration of operational and tactical level Phase IV Iraqi post hostilities planning
- Provide the planning element continuum between CFLCC and CJTF-Iraq Phase IV planning and execution
- Under CFLCC direction, develop:
  - Detailed troop to task requirements and execution timelines for post-hostility operations
  - Most effective means to integrate coalition, civil, and military resources at the local, regional, and national levels
CJTF-Iraq Options

- Task existing three star USMC / US Army headquarters
- Task a coalition three star headquarters
- Build an ad hoc three star headquarters around a stay behind core and TF-14d personnel